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Abstract
Efficient (condition-based) maintenance planning and inventory control of spares
for critical components jointly determine the effectiveness of a maintenance strat-
egy and, thereby, balance system uptime and maintenance costs. Duplicating an
optimal policy for a single-component system to a multi-component system is not
necessarily optimal, while a separate or sequential optimization of the maintenance
and inventory decisions is also not guaranteed to yield the lowest costs. We there-
fore consider the joint optimization of condition-based maintenance and spares
planning for multi-component systems. We formulate our model as a Markov
Decision Process, and minimize the long-run average cost per time unit. A key
insight from our numerical results is that the (s,S) inventory policy, popular in
theory as well as practice, can be far from optimal for systems consisting of few
components. Significant savings can be obtained by basing both the maintenance
decisions and the timing of ordering spare components on the system’s condition.
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7.1. Introduction
Unexpected failures and resulting downtime account for large losses in the pro-
ductivity and profitability of a firm [1]. Effective maintenance policies can reduce
equipment downtime substantially, but rely heavily on the availability of spare
components [2]. Consequently, the joint optimization of maintenance and inven-
tory decisions is an important research area, but most of the existing research,
discussed next, considers either maintenance or inventory planning rather than
the interface [3]. We remark that the (service logistics) inventory literature often
uses the term “spare part”, whereas it is common in the maintenance literature to
refer to “components” rather than “parts”. To avoid confusion, we will use “spare
component” or the shorter “spare” in this chapter.

Regarding maintenance decisions, many types of maintenance policies have
been both employed in practice and extensively studied under various circum-
stances. For literature reviews on maintenance policies, we refer to [4–6]. In
particular, CBM has been considered by [7–13]. Also inventory strategies have
been extensively researched, of which reviews are provided by [14–16]. The spares
inventory literature typically treats demand as given, thereby ignoring the un-
derlying maintenance planning, while the majority of research on maintenance
assumes an unlimited number of spares. Relatively few contributions exist on the
joint optimization of maintenance and inventory. Next, we only discuss those that
consider CBM, and refer interested readers to more in-depth reviews in [17–19].

When considering a joint CBM and inventory policy for a system consisting
of a single component, it is proven that a so-called monotonic policy structure
is optimal [20]. In such a policy, deterioration thresholds are used to determine
when to order a spare and, upon arrival of the spare, when to replace the compo-
nent. Other examples of sequential or joint optimization of CBM and the spares
inventory for a single-component system are given by [21–26].

Applying a single-component policy to a multi-component system, however,
is generally far from optimal, for example when the components share a set of
identical spares (i.e., resource dependence). We remark that identical components
may have different failure rates as they can for instance be contained in subsys-
tems that operate under different conditions. Examples are systems consisting
of multiple production lines with similar critical components (such as conveyor
belts), or gas treatment facilities that use multiple relatively similar pumps to
ensure a continuous gas distribution. Obviously, the right number of shared (or
pooled) spares should be determined at the system level. It is well known from
the inventory pooling literature (see, e.g., [27, 28]) that a decomposed approach
at the component level leads to much higher inventory levels and costs.
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To the best of our knowledge, the integration of CBM and inventory for multi-
component systems has only been studied by [29–32]. Whereas a shared pool
of spares is considered in [29–31], economic and structural dependencies are
included in [32]. A sequential optimization of maintenance and inventory is con-
sidered in [32]. However, separate or sequential optimization of maintenance
and inventory actions will not necessarily lead to a globally optimal policy [30].
For this reason, maintenance and inventory decisions are jointly optimized in
[29–31]. All three articles consider an (s,S) inventory policy, which means that an
order is placed to refill the inventory position to S units once it drops below s. It
is well-known that the order level, order-up-to level (s,S) policy is optimal under
quite general conditions for inventory systems ([33–35]). This policy has also been
considered by many authors for controlling spare part inventories (e.g., [14, 36–
42]). In practice, this policy is often referred to as the min-max policy, where an
order is placed up to the maximum if the inventory position drops to (or below)
the minimum. This policy is available in all major software packages for stock
control (e.g., Slimstock) or Enterprise Resource Planning (e.g., SAP). Intuitively,
however, components only need to be replaced and thus require a spare when
they are close to failure. The condition information that is used for scheduling
maintenance can thus also be used for deciding when to order spares. No research
has been performed yet on this (just-in-time) condition-based ordering for multi-
component systems, despite the obvious cost savings potential. To cover this gap,
we are the first to consider the joint optimization of the condition-based main-
tenance and inventory decisions for a multi-component system with a shared
pool of spares. We benchmark the performance of our condition-based inventory
policy against that of an (s,S) policy and the optimal policy for a single compo-
nent. Another contribution is that we are the first to provide an exact method
for a multi-component system by formulating the problem as a Markov Decision
Process, whereas [29–31] use a simulation-based approach. In this way, we are
able to obtain structural insights through a numerical study. Many Markovian
maintenance models have been developed for deteriorating single-component
systems, e.g., [43–46].

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 gives a
description of the system, while we formulate the model as a Markov Decision
Process in Section 7.3. Next, we present a numerical study and comparison to the
(s,S) policy for a two-component system in Section 7.4, followed by a sensitivity
analysis in Section 7.5. In Section 7.6, we consider a system with more than two
components. Section 7.7 concludes the chapter.
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7.2. System description

7.2.1. Model description

To obtain structural insights, we consider a discrete-time system consisting of
N components, which function and deteriorate independently. We model the
condition of a component j , j = 1,2, . . . , N , discretely using L j +1 different states,
0,1, . . . ,L j , where state 0 means that the component is as-good-as-new, and state
L j means that the component has failed. The components share a pool of spares.
Although the components are identical, they may be contained in different sub-
systems that may operate under different conditions, possibly leading to different
failure rates. If a component is replaced, the old component is discarded, and the
new component is in the as-good-as-new state 0. Since repair times are typically
small (days) compared to the expected lifetime of a component (years) and lead
times of spares (months), replacements are assumed to be instantaneous, but can
only be scheduled if the required spares are on hand. Spares can be ordered in any
amount, and arrive after a fixed lead time of T time units (typically in the order of
months). After possible maintenance and inventory actions have been performed,
component j is subject to deterioration. We assume that deterioration worsens,
rather than improves, the state of a component. To that extent, we assume that
the deterioration increments of component j follow a Poisson distribution with
parameter µ j .

7.2.2. Order of events and costs

The order of events is as follows. At the start of each time unit, an order for spares
can arrive (provided that an order has been placed T time units ago). Next, a
so-called operating cost is incurred for each component, which depends on the
state of the component. Let O j = (O j

0,O j
1, . . . ,O j

L j
) denote the vector of operating

costs. If component j is in state u, it incurs an operating cost of O j
u per time

unit. In this way, it is not only possible to include a downtime cost for a failed
component (by choosing a high value for O j

L j
), but also to include costs for losses

in revenue due to deterioration of the component. After operating costs have
been incurred, components can be replaced, provided that sufficient spares are
on hand. In practice, a corrective replacement is sometimes more expensive than
a preventive replacement, because a component failure can cause damage on
other elements of the system as well. This distinction has been considered by
[20, 47–49]. Similar to [20], we therefore define R j = (R j

0 ,R j
1 , . . . ,R j

L j
) as the vector

of state-dependent replacement costs for component j including the purchase
price of the new component, where R j

u ≥ R j
v for u > v . After possible maintenance
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Nomenclature

δ j Binary variable indicating whether or not component j is replaced
µ j Deterioration parameter of component j
ω Decision variable indicating how many spares to order

c j
r Cost of a replacement on component j

F Fixed cost per order
H Holding cost per spare per time unit
L j Fixed failure level of component j
N Number of components in the system
O j Vector with operating costs for different states of component j
P j Transition probability matrix of component j
R j Vector with replacement costs for different states of component j
S Maximum stock level
s Reorder stock level
S̄ Maximum inventory position
sh Number of spares on hand
sl Number of spares ordered l time units ago
T Fixed lead time, T > 1
x j State of component j

actions have been performed, spares can be ordered, for which a fixed cost per
order F is incurred. This cost is independent of the number of spares that are
ordered. For each spare that is still on hand at the end of a time unit, a holding
cost H is incurred.

7.3. Markov Decision Process formulation

The Markov Decision Process (MDP) model consists of a set of possible states I at
the start of each time unit, a set of possible actions A{i } that can be performed at
each state i ∈ I , transition probabilities pa(i ; ī ) that the system moves from state
i ∈ I to state ī ∈ I if action a ∈A{i } is chosen, and the cost function ca(i ) which
returns the expected costs of performing action a ∈A{i } at state i ∈ I . To limit the
size of the state space, we assume that the inventory position (spares on hand
plus spares on order) cannot exceed some maximum S̄. This maximum is only
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needed to ensure boundedness of the state space, and will be set sufficiently large
in our numerical experiments to ensure that it does not affect the results.

State space The state space keeps track of the state of each component (denoted
by (x1, x2, . . . , xN )), the status of each order (s1, s2, . . . , sT−1, where sl denotes the
number of spares ordered l time units ago, l = 1,2, . . . ,T −1), and the number of
spares on hand (sh). This results in the following (N +T )-dimensional state space:

I = {(x1, x2, . . . , xN , s1, s2, . . . , sT−1, sh)},

where, for j = 1,2, . . . , N and l = 1,2, . . . ,T −1:

x j ∈ {0,1, . . . ,L j } (state of component j ),

sl ∈ {0,1, . . . , S̄} (number of spares ordered l time units ago),

sh ∈ {0,1, . . . , S̄} (number of spares on hand).

The size of the state space is restricted by imposing a logical constraint. As we
assumed that the inventory position cannot exceed the maximum of S̄, we have
s1 + s2 + . . .+ sT−1 + sh ≤ S̄.

Action space At the start of each time unit, a decision is needed on whether or
not to replace some components and on the number of spares to order. Hence,
the (N +1)-dimensional action space can be represented as follows:

A= {(δ1,δ2, . . . ,δN ,ω)},

where, for j = 1,2, . . . , N :

δ j =
{

1, if component j is replaced,

0, otherwise,

ω ∈ {0,1, . . . , S̄} (number of spares to order).

The following sets of actions are allowed for different states of the state space, for
any possible values of x j ( j = 1,2, . . . , N ), sl (l = 1,2, . . . ,T −1), and sh :

A{(x1,x2,...,xN ,s1,s2,...,sT−1,sh )} ={
(δ1,δ2, . . . ,δN ,ω) :

N∑
j=1

δ j ≤ sh ,ω≤ S̄ − sh −
T−1∑
l=1

sl +
N∑

j=1
δ j

}
.
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Transition probabilities If no maintenance is performed, component j will
move from state x j to state x̄ j with probability p j

x j x̄ j
. If component j is replaced,

however, its condition becomes as-good-as-new, and it moves from state 0 to state
x̄ j with probability p j

0x̄ j
. Hence, we define the probability of moving from state

x j to state x̄ j under maintenance action δ j (denoted by p j
x j x̄ j

(δ j )) as follows, for
j = 1,2, . . . , N :

p j
x j x̄ j

(δ j ) =
p j

x j x̄ j
, if δ j = 0,

p j
0x̄ j

, if δ j = 1.

In our numerical experiments, we assume that the deterioration increments (i.e.,
the increases in deterioration between two time units) of component j follow
a Poisson distribution with parameter µ j , j = 1,2, . . . , N . To illustrate this, let
X j be Poisson distributed with mean µ j . Then, the transition probabilities of
component j are given by

p j
x j x̄ j

=
{

P(X j = x̄ j −x j ), if x̄ j < L j ,

P(X j ≥ x̄ j −x j ), if x̄ j = L j .

Depending on the actions (δ1,δ2, . . . ,δN ,ω) performed, the system now moves
from state (x1, x2, . . . , xN , s1, s2, . . . , sT−1, sh) to (x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄N , s̄1, s̄2, . . . , s̄T−1, s̄h), with
probability

∏N
j=1 p j

x j x̄ j
(δ j ) if the transition is possible, and with probability 0 oth-

erwise:

p(δ1,...,δN ,ω)((x1, . . . , xN , s1, . . . , sT−1, sh); (x̄1, . . . , x̄N , s̄1, . . . , s̄T−1, s̄h)) =
N∏

j=1
p j

x j x̄ j
(δ j ), if s̄h = sh −

N∑
j=1

δ j + sT−1, s̄1 = ω, and s̄l = sl−1 for

l ∈ {2, . . . ,T −1},
0, otherwise.

Expected costs During each time unit, costs are incurred. The costs of perform-
ing action (δ1,δ2, . . . ,δN ,ω) in state (x1, x2, . . . , xN , s1, s2, . . . , sT−1, sh) are given by
the sum of the operating costs, the replacement costs (if replacements are per-
formed), the order cost (if an order for spares is placed), and the holdings costs
(for the spares that remain on hand), i.e.:

c(δ1,δ2,...,δN ,ω)(x1, x2, . . . , xN , s1, s2, . . . , sT−1, sh) =
N∑

j=1
O j

x j
+

N∑
j=1

δ j ·R j
x j
+ I{ω>0} ·F +

(
sh −

N∑
j=1

δ j

)
·H ,
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where I{·} denotes the indicator function that equals one if the expression between
brackets is true and zero otherwise. Note that this MDP formulation is constructed
for the case with a lead time of T > 1. In case T = 1, there is no need to keep track
of when orders are placed; an order simply arrives before the next decision is
made. Therefore, the state space reduces to an (N +1)-dimensional one that only
keeps track of the state of each component and the number of spares on hand.
The action space and transition probabilities also simplify for T = 1.

7.3.1. (s,S) inventory policy
The inventory position (denoted by IP ) includes both the spares on hand (sh −∑N

j=1δ j ) and on order (
∑T−1

l=1 sl ). The (s,S) inventory policy places an order for
S − IP spares as soon as the inventory position is smaller than or equal to s. It
can be seen as a special case of our MDP, by restricting the set of actions that are
allowed in each state as follows, for any x j ( j = 1,2, . . . , N ), sl (l = 1,2, . . . ,T −1),
and sh :

A{(x1,x2,...,xN ,s1,s2,...,sT−1,sh )} =
{

(δ1,δ2, . . . ,δN ,ω) :
N∑

j=1
δ j ≤ sh ,

ω= I{
sh+∑T−1

l=1 sl−∑N
j=1δ j≤s

} ·
(

S − sh −
T−1∑
l=1

sl +
N∑

j=1
δ j

)}
.

The remainder of the MDP formulation above remains unchanged.

7.3.2. Value iteration
As a performance criterion, we are interested in the long-run average cost per
time unit. At the start of Section 7.3, we assumed that the inventory position
cannot exceed the maximum of S̄. This assumption guarantees that both the state
space and the action space are finite. Furthermore, the cost function is bounded
by definition. If, in addition, the model would be unichain1, then a stationary
average optimal policy exists, and the value iteration algorithm can be applied
to find such a policy [50]. However, our model can contain multiple recurrent
states. Consider for example the case where N = 2 and T = 3, and consider the
stationary policy f (i ) = (0,0,0) for all i ∈ I (i.e., never perform maintenance and
never order spares). Under this policy, in the long-run, each component will
be in the failed state (L j ), and the initial number of spares on hand will remain
unchanged. The resulting transition matrix therefore contains S̄ +1 recurrent

1An MDP is unichain if the transition matrix corresponding to every deterministic stationary policy
consists of a single recurrent class and a (possibly empty) set of transient states [50].
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states: (L1,L2,0,0,0), (L1,L2,0,0,1), . . . , (L1,L2,0,0, S̄). Hence, we are dealing with
a model that is multichain rather than unichain. Nevertheless, it is realistic to
assume that any optimal policy orders a new spare (at some point in time) for
every component that is replaced, and that a failed component is replaced as soon
as a spare is available, as long as the operating cost for a failed component (i.e.,
the downtime cost) is chosen sufficiently high. This implies that the model does
satisfy the Weak Unichain Assumption2 as defined in [51]. Therefore, the minimal
average cost per time unit is independent of the initial state, and can be efficiently
determined by applying the value iteration algorithm [51], which is shown below.
Here vn denotes the value function obtained with the n-th iteration.

Value iteration algorithm

Step 0: Initialization

Choose an ε > 0 and v0(i ) with 0 ≤ v0(i ) ≤ mina∈A{i } ca(i ) for all i ∈ I. Set
n := 1.

Step 1:

For each i ∈ I , compute the value function vn(i ) as

vn(i ) := min
a∈A{i }

{
ca(i )+ ∑

ī∈I
pa(i ; ī )vn−1(ī )

}
, (7.1)

and select a stationary policy fn which minimizes the right-hand side of (7.1)
as

fn(i ) ∈ argmin
a∈A{i }

{
ca(i )+ ∑

ī∈I
pa(i ; ī )vn−1(ī )

}
. (7.2)

Step 2:

Let Mn := maxi∈I {vn(i )− vn−1(i )} and mn := mini∈I {vn(i )− vn−1(i )}. Stop
the algorithm with policy fn if 0 ≤ Mn −mn ≤ ε ·mn . Otherwise, set n := n +1
and repeat steps 1 and 2.

Let g∗ denote the minimal average cost per time unit, let fn be a stationary
policy which satisfies (7.2) for n ≥ 1, and let gi ( fn) denote the corresponding
one-step difference vn(i )− vn−1(i ). Since the latter is independent of the state i ,
we denote it by g ( fn) instead. Then it holds that mn ≤ g∗ ≤ g ( fn) ≤ Mn , for i ∈ I,

2For each average cost optimal stationary policy, the associated Markov chain has no two disjoint
closed sets [51].
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where the sequences {mn ,n ≥ 1} and {Mn ,n ≥ 1} are non-decreasing and non-
increasing, respectively [51]. Furthermore, g ( fn), the average cost resulting from
policy fn , deviates at most 100ε percent from g∗.

7.4. Numerical investigation

In this section, we construct a base case and obtain some numerical results
that illustrate the structure of the optimal policy. We compare its performances
to those obtained by (s,S) inventory policies and the case where the decisions
for each component are optimized separately, and analyze the different cost
components. In Section 7.5, we will perform a sensitivity analysis on this base
case, while we vary the number of components in Section 7.6.

7.4.1. Base case

In our base case, we consider a system consisting of two components with identi-
cal failure rates that deteriorate independently. By considering two components,
the resulting optimal maintenance and inventory decisions can be represented
two-dimensionally, which allows easy interpretation. Considering components
with identical failure rates further aids in interpreting the structure of the optimal
policy. It also allows us to drop the superscripts denoting to which component
a certain parameter corresponds. This (realistic) base case serves to illustrate
some characteristics of the optimal policy and the effects of limiting the possible
inventory actions to an (s,S) inventory policy.

We consider a fixed failure level of L = 4, so each component can be in one
of five different states. Furthermore, we assume that inspections are performed
four times a year, so one time unit has a length of three months. Although current
technology allows systems to be monitored continuously by placing sensors, we
observe in practice that a mixture of periodic and continuous review is applied.
Periodic and continuous review will continue to co-exist, certainly for the near
future, as explained in Chapter 1. An expected lifetime of E years is equivalent
to selecting the deterioration parameter as µ= 1

E per time unit. We assume that
the deterioration increments per time unit of each component follow a Poisson
distribution with parameter µ = 0.2, i.e., we assume an expected lifetime of 5
years (or 20 time units). This implies that, when no maintenance is performed,
each component is subject to transition probabilities puv of moving from state
u to state v during one time unit, summarized in the following upper-triangular
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transition matrix P .

P =


0.82 0.16 0.02 0.00 0.00

0 0.82 0.16 0.02 0.00
0 0 0.82 0.16 0.02
0 0 0 0.82 0.18
0 0 0 0 1


Each order arrives after three time units, which equals nine months and is realistic
for spares. Indeed, a study on forecasting intermittent demand using a large
dataset from the UK Royal Air Force with lead times of spares such as valves, cables,
and diodes shows an average lead time of nine months for these spares [54]. In
this base case, we do not include a fixed cost per order, i.e., we select F = 0, but we
will investigate the influence of this cost in the sensitivity analysis in Section 7.5.3.
Although our model is capable of handling state-dependent replacement costs,
we choose R = (5,5,5,5,5) (i.e., the replacement cost is independent of the state of
the component), because this allows us to focus on the key issues in this chapter.
The parameter settings are listed in Table 7.1.

7.4.2. Optimal policy

We apply the value iteration algorithm to find the long-run average cost per time
unit for the joint condition-based maintenance and inventory policy. We use
ε= 0.0005 for the stopping criterion, which implies that the resulting average cost
deviates at most 0.05 percent from the actual average cost. Furthermore, we use
v0(i ) = 0 for all i ∈ I as our initial value function. Results indicate that a maximum
inventory position of S̄ = 2 is sufficiently high for this example, as increasing
this value does not alter the resulting optimal policy and corresponding average
cost. All experiments are performed using Python 3.4.3 on a computer with a 3.30

Table 7.1. Model parameters for the base case.

Parameter Interpretation Value

L Failure level 4
O Operating cost for states 0,1,2,3,4 (0,0,0,0,100)
R Replacement cost for states 0,1,2,3,4 (5,5,5,5,5)
F Fixed cost per order 0
H Holding cost per spare per time unit 0.5
T Fixed lead time 3
µ Deterioration parameter 0.2
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Figure 7.1. Convergence of the sequences {Mn ,n ≥ 1} and {mn ,n ≥ 1} in the value iteration algo-
rithm.

GHz quad core processor and 16.0 Gigabyte of RAM. For this example, the state
space consists of 250 states and the value iteration algorithm converges after 24
iterations, which takes about 0.04 seconds. Figure 7.1 shows the convergence of
the sequences {Mn ,n ≥ 1} and {mn ,n ≥ 1}. It appears that these sequences behave
nicely, and converge relatively quickly.

Figure 7.2 shows the resulting optimal maintenance and inventory policy for
the base case. In this figure, the optimal maintenance and inventory actions
are shown for any combination of the states x1 and x2 of components 1 and 2,
respectively, given a realization of the number of spares ordered l time units ago
(sl , l = 1,2) and the number of spares on hand (sh). Note that the choice of S̄
determines the number of realizations that (s1, s2, sh) can take. The average cost
per time unit for the optimal policy is equal to 1.57 per time unit. From Figure 7.2,
we observe that the optimal maintenance decisions for one component depend
on the states of both components. This is caused by the fact that the components
share a pool of spares. Indeed, when sufficient spares are on hand, i.e., when
sh = 2, the optimal replacement decision of component j depends solely on its
own deterioration level x j (replace if x j ≥ 2), j = 1,2. However, when only one
spare is on hand, this decision depends on the complete system state. Consider
for example the case where (s1, s2, sh) = (0,0,1), i.e., one spare on hand and no
outstanding orders. In principle, the component with the highest degradation
level will be replaced, provided that the component is at least in state 2. However,
when components 1 and 2 are equally close to failure, both in state 2 or 3, no
replacement is performed. Instead, the spare is saved for the component that
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(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,0) (s1, s2, sh ) = (1,0,0), and (0,1,0) (s1, s2, sh ) = (2,0,0), (0,2,0), and
(1,1,0)

x2 x2 x2

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 00 00

1 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 00 00 00 00

2 00 00 00 00 00 2 00 00 00 00 00 2 00 00 00 00 00

3 00 00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,1) (s1, s2, sh ) = (1,0,1) (s1, s2, sh ) = (0,1,1)

x2 x2 x2

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 00 00 01 01 01 0 00 00 01 01 01 0 00 00 01 01 01

1 00 00 01 01 01 1 00 00 01 01 01 1 00 00 01 01 01

2 10 10 00 01 01 2 10 10 00 01 01 2 10 10 10 01 01

3 10 10 10 00 01 3 10 10 10 01 01 3 10 10 10 10 01

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,2)

x2

0 1 2 3 4 00 Replace none Do not order

0 00 00 01 01 01 10 Replace component 1 Order 1 spare

1 00 00 01 01 01 01 Replace component 2 Order 2 spares

2 10 10 11 11 11 11 Replace both

3 10 10 11 11 11

x1

4 10 10 11 11 11

Figure 7.2. Matrices with optimal maintenance and inventory actions for x1 and x2, for different
realizations of (s1, s2, sh ).

gains most deterioration in the near future, and an additional spare is ordered.
On the other hand, if a new spare has already been ordered two time units ago,
i.e., (s1, s2, sh) = (0,1,1), no spare will be reserved, as a new spare will arrive before
the next inspection. The optimal replacement decisions for a component depend
thus on the state of each component, as well as the number of spares on hand
and the status of each order.

7.4.3. Optimal policy for a single component

As stated in [19], the optimal policy for a single component is not necessarily
optimal for the complete (multi-component) system. To investigate this, we
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now treat each component separately in the base case. To that extent, we apply
the MDP to find the optimal ordering and replacement decisions for a single
component. It is proven that a monotonic policy structure is optimal for a single
component, in which deterioration thresholds are used to decide on when to
order a spare and perform a replacement [20]. Indeed, results indicate that a
spare is ordered when the component is in state 0 or higher (so immediately),
and that a replacement is performed if the component is in state 2 or higher,
provided that a spare is available. The corresponding minimal average costs are
equal to 0.92 per time unit, which, for two components, is about 17 percent more
expensive than our optimal policy. This implies that a significant cost reduction
can be obtained by jointly optimizing the decisions for both components. In the
remainder of this chapter, we refer to the separate optimization of the decisions
for each component as the “single component” policy.

7.4.4. CBM with an (s,S) inventory policy

Similarly to the optimal condition-based ordering policy assessed in Section
7.4.2, we use ε = 0.0005 and v0(i ) = 0 for all i ∈ I as our initial value function
for assessing the CBM model with an (s,S) inventory policy. Because we do not
consider a fixed cost per order in this base case, an (S−1,S) policy structure will be
optimal, so we only consider the cases where s = S −1. In the sensitivity analysis,
we will also evaluate (s,S) policies for other values of s, when we do include a fixed
cost per order. Table 7.2 shows the average cost per time unit for different values
of S, along with the number of iterations required in the value iteration algorithm.
Costs rapidly increase for S > 2, and are therefore not reported. From Table 7.2, it
follows that the lowest costs are obtained for the (S −1,S) policy with S = 2. These
costs are about 14 percent higher than with condition-based ordering of spares.
The corresponding maintenance (and inventory) policy is shown in Figure 7.3.
Comparing Figures 7.2 and 7.3, we observe that the optimal replacement actions
corresponding to the condition-based inventory policy and the best (S − 1,S)
inventory policy, with S = 2, are almost identical. The optimal inventory actions do
differ, however, between the two policies. The difference in costs hence seems to
be mainly caused by the different inventory decisions. The long-run average cost

Table 7.2. Performance of the (S −1,S) policy for different values of S.

(S −1,S) policy with Average cost per time unit Iterations
S = 1 1.92 28
S = 2 1.79 23
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(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,0) (s1, s2, sh ) = (1,0,0), and (0,1,0) (s1, s2, sh ) = (2,0,0), (0,2,0), and
(1,1,0)

x2 x2 x2

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 00 00

1 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 00 00 00 00

2 00 00 00 00 00 2 00 00 00 00 00 2 00 00 00 00 00

3 00 00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,1) (s1, s2, sh ) = (1,0,1) (s1, s2, sh ) = (0,1,1)

x2 x2 x2

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 00 00 01 01 01 0 00 00 01 01 01 0 00 00 01 01 01

1 00 00 00 01 01 1 00 00 01 01 01 1 00 00 01 01 01

2 10 00 00 01 01 2 10 10 00 01 01 2 10 10 01 01 01

3 10 10 10 00 01 3 10 10 10 01 01 3 10 10 10 10 01

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,2)

x2

0 1 2 3 4 00 Replace none Do not order

0 00 00 01 01 01 10 Replace component 1 Order 1 spare

1 00 00 01 01 01 01 Replace component 2 Order 2 spares

2 10 10 11 11 11 11 Replace both

3 10 10 11 11 11

x1

4 10 10 11 11 11

Figure 7.3. Matrices with optimal maintenance and best (S −1,S) inventory actions, for S = 2, for
x1 and x2, for different realizations of (s1, s2, sh ).

per time unit corresponding to a certain policy consists of costs corresponding
to component downtime (i.e., the operating cost), replacements, ordering, and
holding costs. For the different policies, Figure 7.4 shows the corresponding
minimal average cost per time unit, divided into the different cost components. As
we did not include a fixed cost per order in this example, the ordering costs equal
zero and can thus be left out. Figure 7.4 shows that among the different policies,
the replacement cost remains approximately unchanged. This is explained by the
fact that all (nearly) failed components are ultimately replaced by any sensible
policy. However, due to the different timing of placing orders among the different
policies, the holding cost and downtime cost do vary. The single component
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Figure 7.4. Average cost per time unit divided per cost component, for different strategies.

policy has low operating costs, but very high holding costs. For different values of
S, the (S−1,S) policy also has either low operating costs or low holding costs, but is
unable to simultaneously minimize these. Even the best (S−1,S) policy, with S = 2,
increases the total inventory and holding costs with about 31 percent compared to
the condition-based inventory policy, as spares are ordered too soon for relatively
new components. Indeed, it has been shown in [55] that under a continuous
(s,S) policy spares are often ordered too early, indicating that delayed ordering
could be profitable. Basing the decisions on when to order spares on the complete
system state rather than applying a basic inventory policy (which only considers
the number of spares on hand and for which the demand process is memoryless)
is an effective way to delay orders, and thus to reduce costs significantly.

7.5. Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we will vary several parameters of the base case, divided into
different categories. We distinguish between the parameters that are related to
the replacement cost, R, the holding cost, H , and the order cost, F . Furthermore,
we will vary the deterioration parameter µ and the lead time T , and consider two
components that deteriorate at different rates.
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Figure 7.5. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of cr , along with
the percentage increase in cost from applying the best (S − 1,S) inventory policy or the single
component policy rather than the optimal policy.

7.5.1. Influence of replacement cost

In the original example, we chose the replacement cost vector as R = (5,5,5,5,5).
Hence, the replacement costs are independent of the state of the component. In
the sequel, we denote the replacement cost by cr . This means that the replace-
ment cost vector can be obtained as R = (cr ,cr ,cr ,cr ,cr ). In Figure 7.5, we vary
the preventive replacement cost cr between 2 and 15. Naturally, a higher value
for cr will increase the total average cost per time unit. The optimal policy, the
best (S −1,S) policy, and the single component policy are almost not affected
by the value of cr , indicating that the increases in total cost are mainly caused
by the more expensive replacements. Indeed, the absolute difference in costs
between the different policies remains approximately equal as cr increases, thus
decreasing the relative difference. Nevertheless, even for relatively high values of
cr , the optimal (condition-based) inventory policy significantly outperforms both
the best (S −1,S) policy and the single component policy.

7.5.2. Influence of holding cost

In Figure 7.6, we vary the holding cost H , which was equal to 0.5 for the base case,
between 0 and 2.2 per time unit. For small values of H , it is relatively cheap to hold
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Figure 7.6. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of H , along with the
percentage increase in cost from applying the best (S −1,S) policy or the single component policy
rather than the optimal policy.

spares on hand. The optimal policy thus approaches the (1,2) policy for small
H . For high holding costs, however, having spares on hand becomes expensive.
For this reason, the (0,1) policy is the best performing (S −1,S) policy for high
H , while the (1,2) policy results in much higher costs. Nevertheless, significant
savings can be obtained by applying the condition-based inventory policy, which
better coordinates the optimal ordering and replacement decisions. Furthermore,
we observe in Figure 7.6 that the single component policy performs quite well for
small values of H , which is in line with Figure 7.4 (where we found that the holding
costs mainly cause the cost difference with the optimal policy). For values of H
larger than 1.1, however, we observe that the costs corresponding to the single
component policy no longer increase, indicating that spares are no longer held
on hand. The cost difference with the optimal policy thus decreases for H > 1.1.

To get some insights into the optimal policy structure, Figure 7.7 shows the
different cost components (operating, replacement, and holding costs) corre-
sponding to the optimal policy for different values of H . The jumps in the average
holding cost per time unit are caused by changes in the corresponding optimal
policy; as H increases, replacements are performed more frequently to avoid
high holding costs. Between these jumps, the optimal policy remains (almost)
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Figure 7.7. Average cost per time unit for the optimal policy divided into different cost components
for different values of the holding cost H .

unchanged, which means that the costs corresponding to replacements and the
operating costs remain unchanged. As H increases, the average holding cost will
increase with the same rate, thus gradually increasing total costs, until a new jump
occurs. As H increases further, replacements will be performed as soon as a spare
arrives to avoid paying the holding cost. Consider for example H = 10 (not shown
in the figure). The corresponding minimal total average costs are equal to 2.26 per
time unit, of which 0.46, 1.80, and 0 are the average operating cost, replacement
cost, and holding cost, respectively. Thus, as H increases, holding costs will be
avoided completely by postponing the ordering of spares and performing replace-
ments as soon as an order for spares arrives. This can also be observed from
the corresponding optimal maintenance and inventory policy, which is shown in
Figure 7.A.1 of Appendix 7.A.

7.5.3. Including a fixed cost per order

In the base case, we did not include a fixed cost per order, i.e., we chose F = 0. In
Figure 7.8, we do include a fixed cost per order, and vary it between 0 and 4. For
a non-zero fixed cost per order F , the (S −1,S) policy is no longer the best (s,S)
policy, but instead the (0,2) policy becomes best. Also in the optimal strategy,
spares are ordered in sets of two more frequently as F increases, thus reducing the
cost difference with the best (s,S) policy. With no fixed cost per order, the optimal
policy benefits most from basing the inventory decisions on the system’s condition
in such a way that spares arrive just in time. This benefit is reduced when a fixed
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Figure 7.8. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of F , along with
the percentage increase in cost from applying the best (s,S) policy or the single component policy
rather than the optimal policy.

order cost incites to order in (larger) batches. When we optimize the decisions for
each component separately (i.e., when we apply the single component strategy),
spares are ordered individually for each component, independent of F . The cost
difference with this policy thus remains substantial for any fixed cost per order.

7.5.4. Influence of deterioration parameter and lead time

In the original example, we considered a deterioration parameter of µ = 0.2,
which can be interpreted as an expected lifetime of 5 years. In Figure 7.9, we
consider expected lifetimes between 3 and 15 years. We observe that for relatively
small expected lifetimes of the components (of less than six years), spares are
needed quite often. Indeed, the optimal policy approaches the (1,2) policy. As
the expected lifetime increases, fewer spares are needed, and a condition-based
inventory policy becomes more rewarding. For an expected lifetime of 7 years,
the (0,1) policy is quite efficient, but for higher expected lifetimes, this policy
is not suitable as spares are ordered too soon. The optimal policy significantly
outperforms the best (S−1,S) policy by only ordering spares once the components
have deteriorated considerably. For expected lifetimes exceeding 9 years, the
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Figure 7.9. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of µ, along with the
percentage increase in cost from applying the best (S −1,S) policy or the single component policy
rather than the optimal policy.

single component policy even outperforms the best (S −1,S) policy, as it is able to
postpone the ordering of spares for relatively new components.

Furthermore, we considered a fixed lead time of T = 3 (nine months) in the
original example. In Figure 7.10, we vary T between 2 and 9 time units, i.e., we
consider lead times between 6 and 27 months. Since our state space is (N +
T )-dimensional, the choice of T influences the size of the state space and the
computation time. A maximum inventory position of S̄ = 2,2,2,2,3,3,3, and 4 is
sufficiently large for lead times of T = 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, and 9, for which the state
space consists of 150, 250, 375, 525, 2100, 3000, 4125, and 17875 states, and the
optimal policy can be found within 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.08, 0.42, 0.99, 2.99, and 82.60
seconds, respectively. For a lead time of just 2 time units, it suffices to order one
spare at a time, and thus the (0,1) policy performs well, while for lead times of
5 and 9 time units the (1,2) and the (2,3) policy performs well, respectively. In
between, however, the best (S −1,S) policy does not result in a close-to-optimal
solution. Instead, significant cost savings can be obtained by basing both the
maintenance decisions as well as the inventory decisions on the actual system
state. Furthermore, the single component policy is significantly more expensive
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Figure 7.10. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of T , along with the
percentage increase in cost from applying the best (S −1,S) policy or the single component policy
rather than the optimal policy.

than the optimal policy for all values of T considered. For a large lead time, the
sharing of spares becomes more rewarding.

7.5.5. Non-identical failure rates

So far, we assumed that the two components are identical. Even though both
components require identical spares, one of the components could deteriorate
faster than the other, because they can operate in different environments or at
different intensities. For that reason, we now consider two components that
are deteriorating at different rates. To be able to compare our results to the
base case, we decided to keep the demand for spares approximately unchanged.
We vary the deterioration parameter of component 1 (µ1) between 0.05 and 0.2,
while we set the deterioration parameter of component 2 to µ2 = 0.4−µ1. The
results are shown in Figure 7.11. First, we observe that the single component
policy outperforms the best (S − 1,S) policy if the components have different
deterioration rates. For relatively low values of µ1 (and thus for large differences
between the components), the single component policy performs quite well,
indicating that an optimization on a component level makes sense for different
components. The (S −1,S) policy results in much higher costs than our optimal
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Figure 7.11. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of µ1 (while µ2 =
0.4−µ1), along with the percentage increase in cost from applying the best (S −1,S) policy or the
single component policy rather than the optimal policy.

policy for all values ofµ1 andµ2 considered. The (1,2) policy is the best performing
(S −1,S) policy in case µ1 < µ2, but results in costs that are at least 10 percent
higher than those of our optimal policy.

7.6. Varying the number of components
In Sections 7.4 and 7.5, we considered a system consisting of two components.
Analyzing larger systems is more complex and computationally time consuming,
as the condition of each component needs to be tracked. Also the optimal policy
is hard to represent graphically. Nevertheless, we are interested in extending our
system to more than two components. For that reason, we again consider the
system from the base case, with N components (between one and six) rather
than two. The cost and deterioration parameters remain unchanged, as well as
the lead time for spares. A maximum inventory position of S̄ = 1,2,2,3,3, and
4 is sufficiently large for N = 1,2,3,4,5, and 6, respectively, for which the state
space consists of 20, 250, 1250, 12500, 62500, and 546875 states, and our MDP
formulation can be used to find the optimal policy in 0.0, 0.0, 0.2, 2.1, 13.3, and
220.3 seconds, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 7.12. Compared with
the single component policy, the optimal policy benefits more from the pooling
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Figure 7.12. Average cost per time unit for different policies for different values of N , along with the
percentage increase in cost from applying the best (S −1,S) policy or the single component policy
rather than the optimal policy.

of spares as N increases. The cost difference with this policy thus increases up to
39 percent for N = 6. Furthermore, for N = 1, we observe that the (S −1,S) policy
performs best for S = 1. If S is chosen larger than 1, then too many spares are
hold on hand, resulting in higher holding costs. The cost difference between the
(1,2) and the (2,3) policy, for example, is thus exactly equal to 0.5: the holding
cost for one extra component. As N increases, the (0,1) policy is no longer the
best performing (S −1,S) policy, as too few spares are ordered, resulting in high
downtime costs. The (1,2) policy thus performs best for N between 2 and 4. For
N larger than 4, however, the (1,2) policy provides too few spares, and the (2,3)
policy performs better. Intuitively, Figure 7.12 illustrates that the cost difference
between the optimal policy and the best performing (S −1,S) policy will always
be between 0 and 0.5 (the holding cost for one extra spare). Indeed, we observed
in Section 7.4.4 that the cost difference is mainly caused by the different inventory
actions (rather than the replacement actions). Naturally, as N increases, the
corresponding minimal cost will also increase, thus reducing the relative cost
difference with the (S − 1,S) policy. The cost gap between the optimal policy
and the best (S − 1,S) policy depicted in Figure 7.12b shows non-monotonic
behavior, which is somewhat unexpected but can be explained by the integer
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Figure 7.13. Average cost gap between the optimal policy and the best (S −1,S) policy and the
single component policy from 20 uniform problem instances.

decision variable S that may lead to non-monotonic results for specific parameter
settings. To show that this behavior is indeed instance specific, we next present
the average cost gap over 20 randomly selected instances, drawing key parameters
with equal probabilities from the following sets: replacement cost cr : (2,3, . . . ,8),
fixed cost per order F : (0.0,0.5,1.0,1.5), holding cost H : (0.0,0.1, . . . ,1.0), fixed lead
time T : (2,3,4), and expected lifetime E : (3,4, . . . ,7). The resulting parameters
are shown in Table 7.B.1 in Appendix 7.B. For each instance, we determine the
cost corresponding to the optimal policy, the single component policy, and the
(S −1,S) policy for different values of S. Figure 7.13 shows the resulting average
cost increase (in percentage) of the 20 problem instances from applying either
the single component policy or the best (S −1,S) policy rather than the optimal
policy. Indeed, we observe that the average cost gap with the best (S −1,S) policy
decreases as the number of components increases, although it does not drop
below 5 percent. In addition, we again observe that the pooling of spares becomes
more beneficial as the number of components increases. The average cost gap
with the single component policy increases to 33 percent.
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7.7. Conclusion
We are the first to consider the joint optimization of condition-based mainte-
nance and a condition-based spares inventory for a multi-component system.
For a single-component system, it is optimal to use deterioration thresholds to
determine when a spare should be ordered and when a replacement should be
performed. For a multi-component system, however, such a monotonic policy
structure is not necessarily optimal. The components share a pool of spares, so
optimal decisions at the component level need not be optimal at the system level.

Through an exact numerical analysis, we first obtained several structural
insights for a system consisting of two components. We found that a monotonic
policy structure is indeed not necessarily optimal for a multi-component system.
Instead, the maintenance and inventory decisions should both be based on all
available information, i.e., on the state of each component, the number of spares
on hand, and the size and expected arrival time of each outstanding order. We
observe that basing the inventory decisions on this complete system state rather
than applying a more standard inventory policy, such as the (s,S) strategy, can
reduce costs significantly. In particular, it can be beneficial to reserve the last
spare if both components are close to failure, and to delay an order for spares
if both components are in good condition. In a sensitivity analysis, we varied
several cost parameters (such as the replacement cost, the holding cost, and
the fixed cost per order), the expected lifetime, and the lead time for spares.
The main results are robust for a variety of parameter settings. In addition, we
considered two components that deteriorate at different rates, and we varied the
number of components between one and six. Results indicate, for example, that
the differences in costs between different policies (the optimal policy, the (s,S)
inventory policy, and a separate optimization for each component) are mainly
caused by the different ordering decisions rather than the replacement decisions.
A separate optimization thus makes more sense than an (s,S) policy for slowly
deteriorating components, as the latter is not able to postpone the ordering of
spares. Also for systems with more than two components significant cost savings
can be obtained by basing both the replacement and ordering decisions on the
complete system state, as the (s,S) policy will result in higher inventory-related
costs by ordering spares too early.

If a company decides to invest in monitoring equipment to increase the ef-
ficiency of their maintenance strategy, we believe that the obtained condition
information should also be used to apply a more cost efficient inventory policy.
Standard inventory policies order spares although the system may still be in a
very good state, leading to unnecessary holding costs. Implementing a condition-
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based inventory policy can reduce holding costs substantially, whilst maintaining
a high level of availability, by only ordering spares for somewhat deteriorated
components.

In this chapter, we assumed that the system is monitored through periodic
inspections. In order to investigate the benefits of continuous, real-time monitor-
ing versus periodic inspections, future research could consider condition-based,
or just-in-time, ordering of spares for situations with continuous monitoring. Fur-
thermore, with the cost structure proposed in this chapter, it is relatively easy to
include economic dependence, in the form of a fixed set-up cost for maintenance.
Other possible directions for future research consider uncertain lead times, which
often occur in practice, or imperfect information. The latter occurs when an
inspection does not reveal the actual state of each component, but merely reveals
the probability of being in a certain state.
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Appendix 7.A. Optimal policy for H=10
Figure 7.A.1 depicts the optimal condition-based maintenance and inventory
policy for the case with holding costs equal to H = 10 per spare per time unit (see
Section 7.5.2).

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,0) (s1, s2, sh ) = (1,0,0) (s1, s2, sh ) = (0,1,0)

x2 x2 x2

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 00 00 0 00 00 00 00 00

1 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 00 00 00 00

2 00 00 00 00 00 2 00 00 00 00 00 2 00 00 00 00 00

3 00 00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 00 00 3 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

(s1, s2, sh ) = (2,0,0), (0,2,0), and
(1,1,0)

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,1) (s1, s2, sh ) = (1,0,1), and (0,1,1)

x2 x2 x2

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 00 00 00 00 00 0 10 01 01 01 01 0 10 01 01 01 01

1 00 00 00 00 00 1 10 10 01 01 01 1 10 10 01 01 01

2 00 00 00 00 00 2 10 10 01 01 01 2 10 10 10 01 01

3 00 00 00 00 00 3 10 10 10 10 01 3 10 10 10 10 01

x1

4 00 00 00 00 00

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

x1

4 10 10 10 10 10

(s1, s2, sh ) = (0,0,2)

x2

0 1 2 3 4 00 Replace none Do not order

0 11 11 11 11 11 10 Replace component 1 Order 1 spare

1 11 11 11 11 11 01 Replace component 2 Order 2 spares

2 11 11 11 11 11 11 Replace both

3 11 11 11 11 11

x1

4 11 11 11 11 11

Figure 7.A.1. Optimal maintenance and inventory policy for N = 2, L = 4, O = (0,0,0,0,100), R =
(5,5,5,5,5), F = 0, H = 10, T = 3, and µ= 0.2.
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Appendix 7.B. Randomly selected problem instances
Table 7.B.1 shows the realizations of the replacement cost cr , fixed cost per order
F , holding cost H , lead time T , and expected lifetime E for the problem instances
analyzed in Section 7.6.

Table 7.B.1. Parameters of the randomly selected problem instances.

Instance number cr F H T E

1 2 0.0 0.2 2 4
2 5 2.0 0.8 4 5
3 4 0.5 0.6 4 4
4 3 0.5 0.3 2 4
5 6 0.5 0.4 3 7
6 3 0.0 0.7 2 6
7 5 1.0 0.1 2 3
8 8 2.0 0.4 3 5
9 8 2.0 0.9 3 6
10 2 0.5 0.8 2 3
11 4 0.0 0.5 3 4
12 2 1.5 0.4 3 4
13 5 0.0 1.0 2 7
14 8 1.0 0.2 3 5
15 5 0.0 0.4 2 4
16 5 0.0 0.2 3 3
17 7 1.5 0.7 3 5
18 6 1.5 0.2 2 7
19 5 0.0 0.7 3 3
20 5 1.5 0.6 4 4
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